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Re: Record label design

Dear John, dear Bettina.
As Anri has mentioned, you will shortly receive a wetransfer containing:
a suggestion for the front label of the LP, featuring an image of the globe seen from the south pole and
on top black dots corresponding to the distribution of the 38 drums in the pavilion (SIDE A of the LP)
a suggestion fo r the the hack label of the 1,I) featuring Ann's pavilion drawing (SIDE B of the I P)
Regarding I.)
As this is only a quick mock-up, I would like to give some more details for the graphic designer who created
the design. Anri actually wants the lines of the map to be blue instead of black as they are now. Also he
would like the map to show a bigger part of Australia, so that there is more of a reference. I put a map, that
corresponds more to the ,,view" that Ann prefers in the wetransfer (title: anorexic map). This image doesn't
function at all as a color or design reference it is only intended to show what part o!the World should he
seen on the label.
Other
In general Ann agrees with the idea to have the name of the project and also KPAP going around the image
in small font. He would other than that do the to label sides without any other writing. To give a reference to
the listener one could print instead both of the images again inside the cover of the LP with an indication of
what Side A and what Side B of the LP is containing. It would be like a small index, so to say.
If you think it is best to have these information directly on the LP, then it should be on written on Side A.
while the image of the map and the dots switches to side B. And the image of the pavilion is kept out
completely.
Anri agrees that to achieve a high-quality look the LP should have a second paper sleeve. I-Ic also likes the
idea to have the silver foil circle on the cover of the LP. Additionally he would like to print there a pair of
sticks if this is possible. To give you a quick idea of what this could look like, please see Sketch cover in
the wetransfer. The drawing style of the sticks should be a close to a Dürer etching, to have a visual
connection to the Renissance. You will also find some reference images for these etchings in the
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Last but not least Anri decided that the title of the LP should be The Las! Resort o/ The Last Resort.
-

Should you have any questions regarding the explanations, please don't hesitate to let me know.
Otherwise we are looking forward to receiving the design proposals.
All the best,
Jenny
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